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CONGRATULATIONS TOCONGRATULATIONS TO

PHYSICIAN OF THE QUARTER

Dr Walker was elected by Hendrick employees as Physician of the Quarter forDr. Walker was elected by Hendrick employees as Physician of the Quarter for 
demonstrating the Hendrick Way:

Creating a culture that inspires the workforce, with a clear focus on mission, vision and values.
A reception will be held on 12/13/12 at 2 p.m. in the Auxiliary Conference Center.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Updated Information

Charlotte Akor, M.D. – new address

1401 Ambler, Suite 100, 

Medical Executive Committee News
Required Immunizations

Flu shots and TdaP boosters were made available to 
Medical Staff members in November. The Medical 
Staff Office will be following up with physicians’ 
offices in an effort to determine immunization status. 

Abilene, TX 79601
Phone/fax numbers remain the same:
Phone 670-3460    Fax 670-3462

Because there have been confirmed flu cases in the 
community, effective 11/19/12, masks must be worn  
by all Medical Staff members at all times in all patient 
care areas by anyone who is not vaccinated against 
influenza even if you have an exemption. 



Parking Garage – Jones Building

The physician parking garage at the Jones Building is 
about to have some modifications due to physician office 

CMS’ Physician Profiles

In an effort to help physicians know what types of data
p y

relocations and construction being completed on the 5th

floor. With the construction complete, the plan going 
forward is that the south side of the parking garage will be 
for Professional Center Physicians and the north side for 
Jones Building Physicians. The following will occur as 
noted:

By Friday, November 30:
All Ph i i i h ffi h 4th Fl f h

In an effort to help physicians know what types of data 
are being reported to CMS and the impact it has on 
physicians’ profiles with CMS, the PI Department will 
soon be putting CMS and other quality data on the 
JUMBOTRON in the physicians’ lounge for your 
review. 

NEW CMS DATA SETS JANUARY 1, 2013
All Physicians with current offices on the 4th Floor of the 
Jones Building will have their parking spot relocated to the 
northwest corner of the garage. This will be closer to the 
elevator and hospital access.

All Physicians moving from the Professional Center will 
have their parking spot relocated to the northwest corner 
of the garage. This should make you closer to the elevator 
and hospital access

1. VTE/DVT Prophylaxis for ALL patient types –
MEDICAL and SURGICAL patients will be required to 
have evidence of appropriate VTE prophylaxis OR a 
contraindication documented. (Please see VTE 
Order Set for appropriate selection criteria)

2. Perinatal Indicators – Focus: Elective Inductions <
39 weeks, Primagravida Cesarean sections; 
Antenatal steroids prior to delivery of preterm; and hospital access.

All Physicians moving from Hickory Center will have 
parking spots in the northwest corner of the garage as 
well.

Note:
Monday, December 3 the parking gate leading down to 
the garage will be activated. Your badge is required for

Antenatal steroids prior to delivery of preterm; 
Hospital Acquired BSI (Staph & gram neg
septicemias) in newborns; and Exclusive breast 
feeding

3. Stroke indicators will now be reported to CMS as 
well as Joint Commission

the garage will be activated. Your badge is required for 
access. If you have trouble with your badge working, 
please contact Greg Post of Security at 670‐2558, email at 
gpost@hendrickhealth.org , or contact Brannon Barnes at 
670‐4507, email  bbarnes@hendrickhealth.org. 
All parking spot locations were determined by a “draw 
from the hat”. 

All other Physicians
Regional Extension Center Now Serving 
Specialists

y

There are “Physician Reserved” parking spots without 
physician names that can be utilized by any physician on a 
first come basis. Depending on where you are going, the 
parking north of the Central Plant is probably still the 
closest physician parking since these spots are only about 
150 ft. from Pine Street.

B d i d f h it l d l t 24/7

Specialists

Health care providers face many challenges when 
approaching electronic health record (EHR) 
implementation, and the West Texas Health Information 
Technology Regional Extension Center (WTxHITREC) 
supports primary care providers, hospitals, and now 
specialists in taking full advantage of EHRs.

Badges are required for hospital and elevator access 24/7.
Call or email today to see how WTxHITREC can help your 
practice: (806) 743-7960 or info@wtxhitrec.org or visit 
www.wtxhitrec.org for more information!



Excerpts from the Patient Experience & Perception 
of Care Lunch and Learn:

Robert Hipps, M.D., Principal Consultant
Press-Ganey, Associates

ECHO and VASCULAR REPORTS that were 
performed by Non-Invasive Cardiology CAN 
NOW BE VIEWED in APOLLOPress Ganey, Associates

Physicians Role in the Patient Experience:
What can physicians do? 

1. Be aware of verbal as well as non-verbal patterns of 
communication when interacting with their patients. Be 
cognizant of whether the patient is in a Speaker 
Centered Zone when they are communicating with them  

Select the patient
Click on results tab
Look at the Summary View (can be selected via the 
“display view” icon in the tool bar below the results tab)
Scroll down to “OTHER”
A yellow folder icon in the Non-Invasive Cardiology row 
OR in the Dictated Reports row means a report is 

il bl  d bl  li k n th  ll  f ldCentered Zone when they are communicating with them. 
Additionally, they should understand the importance of 
placing themselves in a Speaker Centered Zone when 
the patient (or family member) is speaking to them. 

2. Be aware of the impact of their initial response 
tendencies. Empathetic initial responses tend to 
resonate better with patients than Solutions, Probing, 
One-up or Critical ones. Patients need to believe that 
their physician is capable and invested in Empathy 

available… double click on the yellow folder
Click on the folder icon in the test list that will pop-up

Echo worksheets will no longer be placed on charts, in 
compliance with the Intersocietal Accreditation 
Commission, under which the Echo Lab is accredited. 

The referring physician may contact the appropriate 
Cardiologist for STAT reports  Sonographers will help in p y p p y

(connect with me) and Solutions (help me heal) in order 
to really make a connection with that physician.

3. Reduce interruptions and distractions whenever 
possible. The first step here is actually assessing the 
environment to identify potential distractions and then 
addressing these with the patient. For those distractions 
that cannot be removed, it is very important that 
physicians at least address these and reinforce that in 

Cardiologist for STAT reports. Sonographers will help in 
any way they can, but sonographers in an accredited lab 
are not allowed to give preliminary impressions. 
Echo and vascular images can be viewed under PACS 
VIEWER, click on the VIEW tab.

Please note that the PACS report tab where you look for 
Radiology reports ALWAYS says “NO REPORT 
AVAILABLE” even when there is one available under the 

spite of them, they will do all they can to focus on the 
patient in that moment.

4. Be aware of all domains of the HCAHPS survey and 
identify areas of control (Physician Communication) as 
well as areas of influence (medication education, 
discharge planning and instructions, nursing 
communication, etc). It is important that physicians 
understand their role in the influential areas as well as 
the more immediate area of communication

results tab and this message cannot be changed at this 
time.

Reports are accessible immediately upon finalization by 
the Cardiologist.

Vascular worksheets will be placed in the chart as usual.

the more immediate area of communication.

Effective 11/17/12 the Sleep Lab and Neurodiagnostics moved to a new 
location – Parker 4, which was previously Labor & Delivery. The move 
expanded the Sleep Lab by an additional two beds.

The expansion will enable the Sleep Lab to perform an additional sixThe expansion will enable the Sleep Lab to perform an additional six 
studies per week, which will result in a shorter wait time for your patients! 
Call 670‐4184.




